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Io-Tahoe to Offer Webinar Entitled, “Making AI Production-Ready”

Will Question How Ready AI Is for Enterprise Primetime and What Additional Steps the
Industry Needs to Get It the Rest of the Way

NEW YORK and LONDON (PRWEB) March 07, 2018 -- Io-Tahoe LLC, a pioneer in machine learning-driven
smart data discovery solutions that span data lakes and relational databases, today announced the next in its bi-
monthly educational webinar series entitled, “Making AI Production-Ready.”

Date & Time: Tuesday, March 13, 2018, 1:00 p.m. – 2:00 p.m. Eastern Time

Webinar Host:Andrew Brust, Io-Tahoe’s Market Strategy Advisor, ZDNet Big Data Blogger and Founder/CEO
of Blue Badge Insights

Esteemed Guest: Andy Cross, COO & Co-Founder, Elastacloud

Why Attend: These days, many in the industry would have you believe that data and analytics is all being done
in the service of AI. But is the state-of-the-art in AI ready for the Enterprise? True, compute and storage
technology make machine learning and AI feasible where it previously was not. But today’s AI tools still make
experimentation much easier than repeatable application of AI in a production capacity. 

Perhaps the answer lies in a more evolved AI toolchain than we have today. Maybe AI in a more embedded
form – be it in end-user products, platforms or developer tools – will make adoption more ubiquitous. Or, as
with many things in tech, maybe it’s about a balance between the two. 

Join us for this exciting Webinar with guest Andy Cross, COO and co-owner of London-based cloud data
consultancy Elastacloud. Cross’ background in data science, BI and enterprise application development will
lend essential perspective to this conversation. Host Andrew Brust will discuss with Cross how ready AI is for
Enterprise primetime and what additional steps the industry needs to get it the rest of the way.

Learn More & Register Here: https://io-tahoe.com/webinars/

Tweet this: .@IoTahoe to Offer Webinar Entitled, “Making AI production-ready?” https://io-
tahoe.com/webinars/ #ArtificialIntelligence #AI #Enterprise

About Io-Tahoe
Io-Tahoe is a pioneer in machine learning-driven smart data discovery solutions that enable organizations to
discover data in lakes and relational data instances, helping enterprises trace data elements across their systems
in spite of outdated metadata definitions. The product utilizes machine learning algorithms to dramatically
increase the accuracy, intelligence and speed of learning of complex data elements and data relationships
throughout the entire business environment. Our product has been custom-built by a team with a deep
understanding of data challenges, giving us first-hand insight and appreciation into our customers’ diverse and
complex data needs. Our solutions are particularly valuable to businesses with large numbers of customers and
diverse data sets, such as those in the financial services, utilities, retail, transportation, insurance, healthcare and
manufacturing industries. For further information, please visit: www.io-tahoe.com.
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• Follow Io-Tahoe on Twitter at: https://twitter.com/iotahoe
• Follow Io-Tahoe on LinkedIn at: https://www.linkedin.com/company/9194521/

###

Io-Tahoe LLC is a wholly owned subsidiary of Centrica plc.

PR contact:
Nicole Gorman
Io-Tahoe
nicole.gorman(at)io-tahoe(dot)com
M: 508-397-0131
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Contact Information
Nicole Gorman
Io-Tahoe
http://https://io-tahoe.com/
+1 508-397-0131

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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